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ONLINE EC MEETING NOTICE

An online EC Meeting will be held on 30.12.2020 at 6.30pm on the following agenda. All the EC members are requested to attend the meeting.

1. Activities of the Society during post election scenario/COVID19
2. PSI Annual Conference/VII SAAP Biennial Conference (that has been postponed during 4-6th December, ’20)
3. Possible means to award/Honor the Elected Fellows of PSI who have already elected
4. Newly prepared Practical Note Books printing that has already been completed.
5. Opening of the Society's office physically
6. Accounts status of the Society/Auditing etc.
7. Recruitment of faculties from basic Physiology in Medical Colleges as per newly formed guidelines of Medical Council of India.
8. Journal status and formation of new Editorial Board
9. Preparation of Calendar mentioning the activities of the Society during the forthcoming one year.
10. Miscellaneous
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